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Data like (1) (form Modern Hebrew, MH) underlie a tradition of considering that in Semitic 

languages, verbs are decomposable into a discontinuous, mostly consonantal root (in this case 

the sequence <χ,ʃ,v>) and a “template” (QiTuL, QaTaL, QiTel etc.). This idea has 

nevertheless been repeatedly challenged by several linguists, most notably Outi Bat-El, who 

claimed that the consonants of the root are at best a residue, not a morpheme in their own 

right. For Bat-El (1994, 2003), templates are morphemes, but they are imposed on full stems: 

[heχʃiv] is derived from the stem /χaʃav/ by imposing <he-,i> on it and letting phonology do 

the work of syncope and melodic overwriting. If a form is not derived, this implies according 

to Bat-El that it is stored with its vowels: [χiʃev], for instance, can be a stem, and there is no 

sense in which it is complex. Thus, only stems, never “roots”, are stored in Semitic. 

 

(1) χiʃuv ‘calculation’   (2) ‘straighten’ ‘break’ 

 χaʃav ‘think’   MSG -ərúːkəz -ətbóːr 

 χiʃev ‘calculate’   MPL -ərə́kz-əm -ətbíːr 

 heχsiv ‘consider’   FPL -ərə́kz-ən -ətoːr-ən 

 

Since Bat El’s (1994), quite a lot has been written in defense of and against the root as a 

cognitively real object, mostly dealing with Arabic and Hebrew. In this talk, I present three 

new arguments in favor of roots, from two other Semitic languages. 

In the South Arabian Semitic language Mehri (Rubin 2010), there is allomorphy in the 

marking of 2/3MPL subject agreement on verbs in the imperfective aspect (2). The exponent 

used is either [əm] or the replacement of a stem vowel by [i], the latter being used for bases 

with a round vowel between the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 consonants. This selection, I submit, is motivated 

by an OCP-based incompatibility of the allomorph /-əm/ with such bases: like the round 

vowel of the base, the consonant /m/ also contains the element │U│ of Element theory. 

Crucially, however, /-əm/ is not incompatible with any final consonant in the stem, including 

[m], e.g. [yəhə́nsəm-əm] ‘they breathe’. Thus, despite what the linear order of sounds 

suggests, /-əm/ is “closer” to the vowel than to the consonant between it and that vowel. 

Therefore, there is a need to separate the consonants of the base from its vowels in the 

morphological structure, placing the consonants further away from the suffix than the vowel.  

The morpho-syntactic analysis in (3) is proposed following Arad’s (2005) DM 

construal of templates as realizing category heads. In the first phase, the root is inserted. In the 

second, both the template and the agreement affixes are. At this point, the root has not yet 

been associated to the template ‒ this is the job of phonology ‒ and so affix and stem vowel 

are adjacent. The analysis is supported by the compatibility of the suffix /-ən/ with both 

stems: it does not raise the OCP-problem that /-əm/ raises, and thus no allomorphy is attested. 

 
 

The analysis in (3) is incompatible with Bat-El’s view of the base as a non-decomposable, 

linear sequence. 

 Working on MH, Bat El showed that nothing predicts the distribution of the would-be 

roots among the different verbal forms in (1). If the matching of root and template is an 

arbitrary fact, it must be memorized anyway, and there is no reason for storing roots 

separately. However, as I show next, this is not the case for all Semitic languages. In the 

 

2
nd

 phase: insertion of template and affixes 

 

 

1
st
 phase: insertion of root 

(3) 



Christian Neo-Aramaic dialect of Urmi (4; Khan 2016), there are clearly two types of verbs 

(at least), triliterals (S1) and quadriliterals (S2), with different vocalic patterns (i.e different 

templates). But in the Jewish dialect of the same city (5; Khan 2008), the vocalic patterns of 

both types of verbs (and of all other verbs in the language) can be claimed to be identical: 

they are the discontinuous <a,ə>, <ə>, <u>, and <a,u,e>, with an additional initial epenthetic 

[ə] for quadriliterals inserted when necessary. In other words, speakers of at least one Semitic 

language – Jewish Urmi Neo-Aramaic – only have to store purely consonant sets, since there 

is only one realization of the verbal category. Roots can exist as a cognitive category. 
  

(4) S1  S2  S2-4j S2redup S2redup-4j   (5) S1  S2  

-PST patəx madməx ʃarʃə barbər kokə   -PST qatəl manxəp 

+PST ptix- mudməx- ʃurʃə burbər- kukə   +PST qtəl- mənxəp- 

IMP ptux madməx ʃarʃə barbər kokə   IMP qtul mənxup 

INF ptaxa madmuxə ʃarʃujə barburə kokujə   INF qatole manxope 

 ‘open’ ‘sleep(tr)’ ‘tire’ ‘roar’ ‘croak’    ‘kill’ ‘shame’ 

 

Time permitting, a short OT analysis will illustrate show how the placement of vowels 

between consonants in the Jewish dialect is possible. I will further show that with little further 

abstraction, the same analysis can be proposed for the Christian dialect (and possibly for 

MH), following Goldenberg (1994). 

 The third and last argument concerns the S2-4j and S2redup(licated) verbs in (4). 

Verbs like ‘tire’ are analyzed as based on quadriradical roots (hence their appearance in S2), 

whose final consonant is /j/, although this consonant surfaces only in the INF form. Khan 

singles out verbs like ‘croak’ as exceptional ‒ they are the only verbs to contain [o] as the first 

vowel. But Khan does not explain why, curiously, all of these verbs are also 4j. I propose that 

like S2redup verbs like [barbər] ‘roar’, they are built with reduplicated biradicals /Cj/ roots:  

for ‘croak’, the reduplicated biradical is /kj/. As shown in (6), when the root is reduplicated, 

the two elements /j/ end up unseparated on the vocalic tier, violating the OCP. As a repair, the 

first /j/ is converted into the other high vowel /u/. /kaukəj/ is then realized [kokə]. For a verb 

like [barbər] ‘roar’, all the elements of the root are consonantal, so no OCP violation arises. 

 

(6) V-tier   j  j        u   j 

 C-tier k   k        k   k   

    |    |         |    |   

  C v C C v C      C v C C v C 

 

The analysis in (6), if it is correct, is yet another nail in the coffin of the no-root view. If the 

decomposition of /kokə/ into /k,j,k,j/ + /a,ə/ were not real, and only the stem /kajkəj/ was, the 

/ə/ would serve as contour on the V-tier, and no OCP violation would be expected. I conclude 

that the decomposition of items into root and pattern in Semitic is real. 
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